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University Scholars
Program will be
headed by Dr. Fontana
By RON CSERBAK
Xavier News Staff Writer

Brennan, S.J., has named Dr. Ernest . allow serious students, with direc-·
Fontana director of the new Univer- .. tion, to shape their own core
curriculum, and to form one that is
A new honors program has been sity Scholars Program:
In an interview with the Xavier more individualized. This-would increated which will offer many
students a core curriculum that is News, Dr. Fontana stated that the' volve interdisciplinary, team-taught
better suited for their own individual purpose of this new program is to courses, and hopefully the formation
needs than the standard. block serve· very strong and talented of new courses not currently offered. ·
schedule. In the planning stages students by providing high-intensity The instructors will be carefully
since the fall of 1973, the program's classes and a variety of learning ex- selected by the director and the U n·
time has now arrived. Xavier's periences within the core
University to page 8
Academic,Vice-President, Fr:Frank. curriculum. The new program would

.Dr. :Ernest Fontana has .bee.n appointe,d director ~/the new
- University Scholars Program; The program will begin ,in the
semester.
'
.

Alumni don't always
leave for good
important place ··in t~e educational
·system of this community and that it
Charles Eisen.hardt and Lawrence offers something to its students that
. Selzer, alumni of Xavier University non-secular institutions do not.
-''Xavier offers responsibility ·and
(class of 1929 and 193J·respectively)
have both returned to the campus; leadership to its students," says Mr.
not as students or teachers, but as Eisenhardt, "that many non-·
organizers, builders, and supporters Catholic schools do not. It's a
of this institution. Mr. Eisenhardt · responsibility with morality that has
arid Mr. Selzer are working fonhe to be mustered with every strength to
Unviersity, without payment, provide new leadership for the
building the financial structure 'of professionals of the future." He
Xavier by working with the deferred points to the number of successful
giving program and· organizing . Xavier graduates now serying in the
special gifts in the alumni division of community - - -especially in
politics such as Congressman
Xavier.
Why are these two successfully Thomas Luken and state represenretired businessmen giving their . tative Donald Clancy. He also feels·
. total time and effort to Xavier? The that Xavier has a larger proportion
answer is simple enough for them- of graduates in leadership and·
- they believe that Xavier has an professional spots in the community.
By PAT LYNCH
Xavier·News Staff Writer

Stllft Phala

br PAT SAYRES

Alumni Homecoming was held on campus last weekend. The
event had a German theme this year as the scene above from
the dance in the armory indicates.
·

Harvest ·
Weekend
is herer

"Our. graduates have far· outshone
the graduates of other schools in this
area in our community" he_says. Mr.
Eisenhardt. who is co-owner of the
Hess and Eisenhardt Company,
"concentrates on organizing special
gifts in the alumni division of the University in order to fully develop the
entire alumni group."
Mr. Selzer, wtiotaughtinXavier's
evening college for 26 years, is equal~
ly as dedicated to Xavier. "There is a
great financial burden imposed 'on
small private colleges today and they
need help," he says. As a retired
senior trust officer of the Central
Trust Company he is "only too
familiar" with tax and trust funds
and his specific field of activity at
Alumni to page 8

· Child _:care is no
kidding around

A child care center has been
proposed since September 1973. Its
implementation however was
When mommy goes to class, stalemated trying to meet space
Harvest Moon Weekend will be. where does baby go?
allocation, ·financial, and health
held this Friday and Saturday, OcThe increast'ng enrollment of stu- resitrictions. The proposed center
tober 18 and 19.
dent mothers has caused many would have offered supervised
educational institutions including "drop-in" baby-sitting betweeen 8:30
Friday will be the traditional semi· Mo'unt Saint Joseph and the Univer- a.m. and 2:00 p.m. for Xavier stuformal dance at Music Hall's Topper . sitv ofCincinnati, t.o set up child care . dent mothers who_ would be in
Club Ballroom from 9:00- I :00 a.m. and baoy-stttmg services. · Baby- classes. It was hoped that su«h a
. The ballroom has been redecorated sitting at Xavier however appears to · center might be eventually expanded
·over the summer and should lend an be only in infl\nt stages.
into a quality child care center which
extra air of class to the dance . Music.
could serve ·as an educational
will be provided by the popular CinMs. MaryLou Gist, head of the laboratory to student in pre-school
cinnati band Bluestone Ivory. All Commission of the Status on education ..
mixes and se.tups are included in the Women, stressed that Xavier ought
Ms. Louise Burke, chairman of
weekend pac.kage price of $10·.oo per to be really sensitized to the needs of the child~citre committee and
couple.
the mother student. Ms. Gist states member of the ·history department
that this year alone about twenty observes, "we've really lost a lot of
On Saturday, Haymarket Riot
will provide the music for an infor- ·people have contacted her asking for women, and many of them middle
child care, many of them mothers
mal, after-Homecoming party. As is bringing their childn;n into her of-· age, who needed a child care service." She adds, "Women now have
·the arrangement for Friday, all mix- fice. Presently, the .university offers
the
money to take courses and their
es and setups will provided. Satur- no services which could accom ..
day afternoon sees the first annual modate the children of student husbands are willing, however, we
must satisfy their primary need ..'.. X.U. vs. U.C. soccer game in the mothers. The need for child care at
quality chHd care."
stadium.
Xavier was studied and affirmed by a
special child care committee.
·
Child to p-ae·B
By RICH I.AGINESS
Xavier News Staff Writer

HTRE

Pied Piper-staff member Ed Colina clowns/or the.camera. A
feature story on both the Piper and Breen Lodge appears on
page 5.

Mass of Nations to honor missions ·

this week
in the news
Uncle Sam's general ff[3e-ascos
Han: vou e\·er wonLiered where United States tax money goes'!
Rcn:ntlv: some of it was found.
• S t59.ooo tn teach mothers hnw to play with their babies.
• S 121.000 to lind out why people say "ain't."
• S 19.300 ttl trv to find out why children fall off of their tricycles.
• $20.324 tn st~1dy the mating calls of central American toads.
• $375.000 to investigate the frisbee.
• $XO.OOO to develop a zero gravity ttJilct.
• $230.000 for the environmental testing of this zero gravity'toilct.
• $11J.I47 to interview 2.161 "mothers"-including 15 m..:n-to discover whether they prefer no-ironing clothing foi' children.

Urban Affairs Office ready to help
· During the late 60's and early 70's, college campuses were places of
discontent cxpress,~d vehemently hy students against the "establishment." Minority studen'ts in particular. expecially those minority
students encased in predominantly white settings. were demanding
people. programs. and curricula that reflected and related to their
special needs.
.
In January. 1970. one of Xavier University's responses to the upheavals oft he late 60's and early 70's was the creation of a new department known as the Center for University and Urban Affairs. The office
was initially seen in a ni1rrow pcrspectus, i.e., recruitment of
minorities. counseling minorities, and offering courses pertaining to
minorities.
As a response to the changing urban environment, the Department
of University and Urban Affairs h'as broadened its scope to encompass
the betterment of the university setting and community at large. The
Department now sees its overall pur-pQse as increasingcon~crn among
everyone for pressing community issues-civic, economic, social,
cultural, and educational.
·
Xavier'~ Urban Affairs Office is once again headed by J. Kenneth
Blackwell. Ms. Marva Moore from Franklin College assumes the
duties of Assistant Director of Urban Affairs. They are assisted by
students Tyna Bennett and Sam Bray.

Medical school accepts Xa11ler seniors
Eight Xavier seniors currently enrolled in the curriculum leading to
the B.S. Natural Sciences in June, 1975, have been accepted in the class
beginning September, 1975 at the Medical College of the University of
Cincinnati.
Peter Acetta, James Buckreus, Thomas Capannari, Meg Dooley,
Robert Gunderman, Robert Jasper, Donald Kennedy, and Robert'
Stephens were selected under the Early Decision Plan whereby
me4ical schools select 10-25% of their entering class from a pool of
very good students who have restricted their applications to one
college of medicine. In return, the medical school advises them of
acceptance on October I instead of the usual December through
January notification dates.
·

.
.
On Saturday
evenmg,
October
19th. a specially scheduled "Mass of
Nations" will take ·place at Bellarmine Chapel on the Xavier U niversity Campus. ut 7:00p.m.
This year's "Mass of Nations," the
third ·consecutive year of this
celebration in the Cincinnati
Archdiocesc and the first· on the
Xavier campus. makes a bid for
youth participation. especially hy
students from the international community '?11 the." X.U. campus.
However. international students
from all area colleges and universities arc urged to take.part.undalso ·
anyone from ubroad 11ow residing or
visiting in the area.

SetforthecveofMissionSunday,
which is observed this year cin Octoher 20th, ·the "Mass of Nations"
will again be a particular tribute to
all missionaries abroad or in mission
areas of the United States who are
from the 19-county-wide Cincinnati
archdiocese.
Under sponsorship of the Cincinnati Archdiocesan Council on M iss ions. Father Robert Apking,
secretary of ·the Commission, is
coordinating the Liturgy and
arrangements together with the
Reverend Mr. Tony Gemci, now serving as deacon at Bellarmine, and
Mr. Pete Corrigan of the Xavier
Campus Ministry staff.
The Rev. Mr. Geraci, fourth-year
theology student at Mount Saint
Mary Seminary, is the homilist for

Election workers
wanted for Nov. 5

· ... · 1 · h 'II
Xavier Student Center Building ad~·
the "Mass ol. Nat10ns
w tiC WI
·
have as principal cocelebrants the
jacent to Beilarmine Chapel on
Monsignor Henry .I. Kloc ker, .Ledgewood. A·v~nue. Xavier's interArchdiocesan Director of Miss ions, national students will help host the
and the procurators of the mission- reception program.
sending communities based in the
Acting as honorary chairmen for
·Cincinnati archdiocese. Missionary. this dual occasion on Saturday evenpricstsonfurloughareinvitedtojo.in ing.October 19th,ontheXavierUnin concclebration. and any mts- iversity campus are Judge and Mrs.
sionary religious home from mission John W. Keefe, members of St..
assignments arc expeete d to par- Mary's Parish, Hyde Park. Judge
ticipate.
. Keefe serves in the Court of Com· ds mon Pleas, Cincinnati.
Special guests, fa1111·1 Y an d f ncn
of our are~i missionaries, in attenFurther information concerning
dance at the "Mass of Nittions" arc this event can be obtained by contac·
· 11 ting the Archdiocesan Mission
invited to t t1e rccept1011
w 1ltC
·1·
f'
1·
t
follows in· t I1c crracc ... oom o hc Center, 321-3031.

rack our
and st tch
· ks·.
uour· b.UC.
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Spend a little time studying a Piedmont schedule.
Then plan a weekend. Out on the ski slopes,
enjoying an out-of-town ball game, pa.rtying. with
someone special or soaking up the bnght c1ty
lights. Or home with the folks .. We've got a place
tor you. And a Weekend-Plus Plan to help stretch
your funds. Just leave on Saturday and. return . ·
before noon Monday. You'll save up to 50% on the
return portion of your round trip ticket, and fly with
confirmed reservations to any of over 75 Piedmont
cities. For information, see your travel agent or call
Piedmont. Take us up.

News Election Service, a ~pecial
election-time news relay run by the
two major wire services and the three
major networks, is looking for student workers. Anyone interested in
making $2.75 per hour for four
hours of answering phones on election night (Tuesday, November 5)
may call 579-8911 for information.

Free film in Center lobby
The story of Mother Teresa of Calcutta. "Something Beautiful for
God," will be shown in the Xavier University Center on October 23. 24,
and 25.
·
Mother Teresa, recipient of the 1971 Pope John XXIII Peace Prize
giv!-!n to her by Pope Paul VI, and the Kennedy lntet:national Award
Winner for "outstanding service to mankind," has devoted her life to
doing "Something Beautiful for God."
A glimpse of Mother Teresa's unique philosophy may he captured in
the following statemeny by Malcolm Muggeridge, "Suffering and
death, to her, are not the breakdown of a machine, but part of the
everlasting drama of our relationship with our creator."
The film.will be shown October 23, 24, and 25 in the University
Center Lobby at I :~0 and October 23, and 24, at 7:30 in the Terrace
Room. Admission is free.

course.
.

'

Freshman elections to be held
Freshman elections wiii ·be held Wednesday, October 23. Offices
·available are class president and vice-president, as a ticket, and a class
reprensentative. Candidates can pick up their petitions in the Student ·
Goveniment Office, and they inust be returned to the office by 8:00
p.m., Friday, October 18. For additional information; contact Dave
Chestcr(Ku 112),
·

Rugby is rough, but .. .
Rugby is stili popular in England, although one match in Plymouth
was stopped for half an hour recently. Players and spectators were
hunting tnc field for half an ear. which had been bitten off during play.
David Rodgers. now the owner of an car and a half, said he knew who
did it. but he didn't want to stir things up. "I scarcely felt anything,"
claimed Rodgers, ".I ust a quick chomp and it was over. You expect to
get that kind of thing in a tough game like rugby."

Handicapped children need help
Stepping Stones Program for Handicapped Children, at Condon
School, needs volunteers. This is a recreational program for children,
physically, emotionally. and mentally handicapped, who never get to
participate in regular school recreational activities. Those who want to
help can come to Condon School, 335 Rockdale Avenue, Tuesdays
and/ or Thursdays from 3:00 to 5:00p.m. For further information, call
Rosemary Fening at 221-0336, or Sue Radabaugh, prcigra~ director,
at 831-4660.
·

From one beer lover to another.
THE STROH BREWERY COMPANY, DETROIT, MICHIGAN 48226

The Xavier Newa is the official student
newspaper of Xa~ier Uni~ersiiy. The articles, pictures. and formal are the responsibillly of the
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ARTS & ENTE·RTAINMENT
Anita

Aria Editor

Players-to put on Shakespeare
The Xavier Players will be presen- in Cincinnati's "Children's Theatre"
Alan McLaughlin, portraying
ting one of Shakespeare's classic circuit. He is actively involved in Hotspur. is no stranger to Xavier's
histories. Henn· IV. Part /, on Oc- many facets of the Players' produc- stage. Previously he was seen as
lober 25.26. an·d 27. and November tion staff. particularly shop, lighting, Grumio in Taming of the Shr.ell',
1.2; and 3. as the first production of and s·ound crews.
Doc Lyman in Bus Stop, Angus
their 1974-75 season. The show is beDennis Buck, playing Falstaff, is Marius in Dylan. and Philip
ing directed by Roger Grooms, a working on his thesis for an M.A. in Berrigan in The Trial of' the
Cincinnati theatre critic and director English here at Xavier. From 1971 Catonsville Nine. He has al~o had
who presently teaches drama at through 1974 he has been involved numerous major and featured roles
Anderson High School
with the North College Hill Com- with Cincinnati's Children's Theatre
The cast of the show, which is munity Summer Theatre in shows and Edgecliff College's productions,
large and varied, is made up of ex- such as The Sound of' Music (as Max including Peter Pan. A Midsummer
pcrienced and talented students Deitweiler), Oliver (as Fagin), We.vt Night's Dream, and Jean Louis' Anfrom various areas of the lJ niversity. Side Story, and Dark l~f'the Moon. tigone. In addition he was sta'ge
Bifl Braun. in the role of Prince He received their 'Best Actor award manager for The Doctor in Spite of
Hal. is at present the· assistant . for the 1973 season.
Himself' and Oh Kav!here at Xavier.
Other featured characters are betechnical direc.tor for' the Players.
Dennis Howard, in the title role of
Previously at Xavier he has King HenryiV,isaSenior,majoring ing protrayed by veterans of the
appeared as Lucentio in inEnglish.Thisproductionwillbe Xavier Players. Of note are Patty
Shakespeare's 'Taming ~l the Shrei\• his theatrical debut. His vivid in- · Davidson as Lady Percy. Mike
and as Smirnov in Chekov's The terest and a year's study of Kohlman as Lord Mortimer and
Boor. He has a los ha.d major roles in · Shakespeare brought htm to Henry Ken Renner as Bardolph.
Peter Pan and' King Arthur'.f Sll'orc/, .IV, 'Part I and the Xavier Players.
-Joyce Schreiber

Slat! Photo

Radio drama on WVXU
If you are tired of watching hours Xavier students, under the genius of.
upon hours of commercials on TV; . Tom ("Our Man") Flynn. A total of
Xavier has a new idea for you. 24 programs will be aired, twelve per
WVXlJ (91.7) is bringing you some . semester, every Monday night at
nostalgia! It is a radio drama series 10:30. on WVXlJ.
The program is a science fiction
called "The Flying Dutchman of
Space," much like the drama series serial set in the year 2349. The story
your parents and grandparents got line revolves around the adventures
off on in the 30's. The students of of a spaceship as it searches the unXavier are rediscovering the radio iverse for intelligent life, and the exdrama and are applying their own periences of the crew and what they
origimil ideas to the script. What · encounter on their expedition.
Since the series. is heard every
makes "The Flying Dutchman" so
unique is that it is the only radio Monday rather late in the evening,
drama series at this time in the· WVXlJ allows students to relax, to
Southwestern Ohio Valley and one mellow out a bit, and to let your imof a handful in the nation.
agination run wild as you experience
. The entire production is written. each episode of "The Flying
. directed, and . produced . solely by Dutchman of Space."

fEACE.CORPS- VISTA
You can play an important role in improving the living
conditions of low income people in the U.S. and 69
developing nations· thru VISTA or the Peace Corps.
The World'l L81'f1811 Ttarellnfl Multi·Medla. Show

9 Unforgetable Performances ··
October 11, 19, 20th.
Fri. and Sat. at 8 p.m., 10 p.m., plus Special
Midnight Freak Show. Sunday: 6 p.m. matinee, 8 p.m., and 10 p.m. Final

TAFT AUDITORIUM
Advance 3.25- 3.75 at the door
Tickets At All Ticketron Outlets

STEVIE

Dennis Buck (standing, middle) as Falstaff and Bill Braun (far right)
as Prince Hal highlight the cast of Henry IV, Part I to be presented by
the Xavier Players.

Volunteer assignments beginning Jan., Feb., March are
now being filled.
Seniors and grad students should see recruiters on
campus:

Oct. 24 & 25.

In the. Grill

Playhouse offers·
student tickets
The Cincinnati Playhouse in the
Park (atop Mount Adams) is making stand-by ·~student rush" ticket
sales available. Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Sunday evenings,
all students are invited to present
themselves at 7:45 to the Box Office,
show their student l.D., pay ,only
$2. 75, and receive the best seat
available. Curtain time is 8:00;jeans
are welcome. Only student I. D. will
be accepted.
·
The Playhouse season begins
tonight, the 17th with Moliere's
comedy. Tartuffe; it will run through
November 10. The other five
productions _are: Edward Albee's
'Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf,
November 21 through December 15;
the Jason Miller drama, That Championship Season, January '16 February 9; Arsenic and Old Lace,
February 20- March 16; The Hot L
. Baltimore, March 27 - April20; and
Oh Coward!, May I - 25.
The Zoo-Eden Park Bus #49 goes
right to the Playhouse - - disembark at Ida and Paradrome.

PROFESSIONAL
TYPIST
50¢ a page Call 542-6569.
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Football returns
under the guise
of Xavier rugby
by tarry Sheehe
Xnier Now• • Stall Wrilor

Xavier football was reborn l.ast
Saturday: rugby football, that is.
Apparently. a lot of people weren't
sure what rugby is, because only
about 200 fans showed. up. Those
who were present, though, were glad
that they came.
The newly-formed Xavier Rugby
Club played· its first home game on
Saturday. Their opponents for the
occasion, appropriately, were the
Bearcats of U.C.
As the fans entered the stands,
they were presented with rules
sheets. Much of the terminology was
new and it puzzled many of the spectators. "What's a ruck'!" "Where's
the serum'?" "Did we just score'!"
These were some of the more frequently asked questions.
The game itself was a violent spectacle. Those unfamiliar with rugby
are surprised to learn that no protective_ equipment is worn. The hitting is
brutal and time. is called only for injuries. One Xavier Rugger, Greg
Serementis, suffered a broken nose,
but continued playing. Ruggers are ·
like that.
Xavier lost 24-12, but played very
well. The Club has only .been
together for four weeks while U.C.
has had a Rugby Club for serveral
years. Bo Robisch and Jim Donlin
each scored a try (a touchdown)
while "Stretch" Young booted two
extra points.
· In the true spirit of rugby, Xavier
threw a party for its opponent. All
were invited, and .many people discovered just what rugby is all about:
good times!

-Basketball·time draws near
By BII.L HALL
Xnier News Staff Writer

With only two players missing
from last year's b~skeball squad, the
Xavier Musketeers appear to be a
sure bet to improve on last year's
record of 8-18. Coach Tay Baker,
formerly of the UniversityofCincin-.
· nati~ will start his second season at·
the helm ..
·Eight returning letterman including seniors Jerry Foley, Jim
Rippe; Gary Deidrick, and Pete
Accetta will lead the roundballers.
Other ret.urning lettermen who saw
considerable action last year are:
juniors Mike Plunkett and Ron
Laker, and sophomores Tony Hubbard arid Stan McCoy. Mike
.Plunkett led the Muskies last year in·
stall Photo br PAT SAYRES
·both scoring ( 14.0) and rebounding
·Football returned to Xavier last Saturday under the guise of rugby as.. (7.0). .
_
the U .C. squad downed the M uskies 24-12.
The freshmen recruit.s of Coach

Xavie·r fline takes. two from CeritraJ·Sta.te
Central State, a small school' near Schmerge plated the second run with
Xenia, Ohio, must have lost · ~ sacr.ifice fly deep in the left field
something in the tornadoes last spr- corner.
ing. Their baseball team ·lost both . Xavier nailed down their third win
ends of a double-header to Xavier of the fall season in the third inning
Sunday; 9-3 in the first game, and 11- when consecutive single~ by Terry
9 iita wild wet game played on a dark. Snider, Troxell, and Jim Janszen
afternoon when dirty baseballs were eventually produced three runs. The
getting hard to see. They obviously Xavier nine closed out the game with
had lost their uniforms (playing in three runs in the sixth on a walk to
Johnny's Auto Parts yellow).
McCarthy, a single by Merkle, then
a ·bases-clearing triple by 'Steve
In the first inning of the first game
Jostworth, who put the ninth run on
Xavier filled the bases on a walk and
the scoreboard when Troxell hit a
two errors by O.tis Williams, the
sacrifice fly giving. him a. three RBI
Central State Marauders' short stop.
. day. Hugh Carmichael picked up the
Roy Troxell grounded to first and
win, pitching four strong innings and
Tom Merkle came home for the then getting relief help from Tim
first run. A• walk to Jim Janszen reMurphy.
loaded the sacks and then Fred
The second game looked like a
repeat of the first as Xavier jumped
on Central State for-six runs in the

Racing enjoys good season
The Xavier University Racing
Team completed its second season
this past weekend in Indianapolis
Raceway Park.
The team took two cars to Indy
and qualified 4th and lith out of a
field of 27 H-Production· cars
Paul Russ driving the #72 Sprite
for x.u. ran second or third for 14
laps of the 15 lap race before a·
broken rod be~ring forced him to
retire. The loss of that one lap cost
R uss'an easy 3rd place and he ended
up lOth.
Mark Barnett at the wheel·of the
#I X. U. Midget ran as high as 6th.
However, his throttle stuck wide
open in turn three and he spun his
car three times. Keeping a cool head
he was able to avoid hitting anything
and recovered to finish 9th.

. first t~oinnings. In the first inning,· ing. James Lewis led. off the loSer's'
second ·baseman Merkle walked, half with a walk and proceded to
then ran around the bases with steal second (his first offourstealsin
Snider ending up on third with a tri- this game). He then trotted home on
pie. Snider scored on Troxell's dou- a one-out double by Otis Wiliams.
ble, thenTroxellscoredhimself,ona Vennias Jordon walked, ·and
single by· David Stevenson.
Xavier's starting pitcher,. freshman
Mike Bresnan, playing shortstop Ralph Helmers, was through~ He
for Xavier, led off the second .with a . yielded to Mike Tyahut:. Tyahur hit ·
single. Sam Roflow followed with a · . the first man he faced, loading the
single, Markle singled home a run,· bases. Bill Miller slashed a single to
· Jostworth belted a triple and, before ..cente·r but ·stevenson~ the .M uskie
Central State could bring ()n a relief center fielder, let the ball getb}ihiin- ·
pitcher, .Xavier had S.Cored six· runs. and Miller took a tour of the bases
in the first two innings.. The .Central.· with three scoring in· frorit of.hitit'; State relief pitcl;ter, ·Carl Merrith, Tyahur ~ettled down and ·wiffe'd'it'i~ : ..
slammed the proverbial door for the. next tow batters to end the inning. ··
rest of the second and all the third in· Central State gift-wrapped a .run · . ·
fit the fourth when Jostworth reach-·
ning.
'
The Muskies, feeling satisfied with ed on an error by the second
a six run lead, let the Marauders
· Baseball to page_B
score ·fiye in the top of the fourth in-

The season has been a good one
for X.U. Russ and Barnett collected
three trophies. The team finished
first and second at Detroit in June.
Earlier at Indy Russ scored a third
place. Both drivers earned their
National Licenses and everyone ·
gained valuable experience.
Preparation for next spring bas
benun. The team will probably run
only one car next year in an effort to
win the Central Division Championship and earn an invitation to
the Champion Spark P.Iug Road
Racing Classic in Atlanta. This race
decides the National Champiqnship.
Anyone interested in joini!lg the
team is invited to attend the monthly
meeting which will be held Thursday, October 17, at 3:00p.m. in the
. basement of Breen Lodge.
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Baker should push some of the
veterans for their jobs. The leading.
candidate to do this is an All-Stater
from New York, Tom Dee. At a
muscular 6'6\1'2'', Dee played both
. center· and forward for Bishop Gib-·
bo~s High School in Schenectady,
·New York. Two freshmen from unbeaten Alter High School in.Dayton
could also be worthy contenders.
They are 6'6" forward John Shay
and six-footer Terry Sain, who is
supposed-to be able to do marvelous
things with a basketball. Joe Sunderman, a local boy from LaSalle High
~chool, will be the biggest man on
· the squad at 6'9".
' Though a school of less than 2000
students, Xavier cannot be accused
of a soft schedule. The schedule includes the usual tough teams .from
Detr<~it (2). D~yton (2), Marquette
(2), St Bonaventure, Miami, Cincinnati, and Notre Dame.· .<·
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Pied Piper and. Breen Lodge continue in service roles
Unlike Breen Lodge, the Pied
· .Piper is under the auspices of Stu~
dent De_velopment, or more precise__ly, Campus Ministry. Of last year's
staff, Steve Bedell is the only returning member; the three new staff
members to the Pied Piper are Ed
Colina, Charlie Fallon, and Jim
Tobin.
With its new staff and new ad_visors (Pete Corrigan is replacing Sr.
Ellen Frankenberg since her de par- ·

By DIANE SENTNER
Xavier News Stiff Writer -

. Xavier has on its campus two
student-operated houses: the Pied
Piper and Breen Lodge. Located on
Ledgewood, both serve a variety of
functions, namely, as facilities and
resources io students a·itd faculty. .
Breen . Lodge, · a self-initiated
organization going into its third
year, has as its primary objective the
advancement of women's status on
campus. It presently houses five
Xavier women: Mary Henkel and
Tracey Robson, both at Breen as second year · staff members, while
Anita Buck, Brenda Knight, and
Beth Younger 'are new this year to
The Mathematics Department has
the house.
.
become aware of a competency
A basic concern of the staff has problem among non-math majors.
always been one of "raising con- Many students are simply unable to
sciousness." Tracey Robson notes handle_ the college-level math
that a still prevailing attitude is that courses that the University requires
women need necessarily get married of every student. Students may be
or become secretaries eventually, unable to perform calculus, adand that niany do, precisely because vanced algebra, or even basic
they ''think that that's what they arithmetic because of a spotty math
should be doing ... not that" Breen background in previous schooling,
Lodge is against that, but there exist lack of interest, or even a seeming
mental block. Fortunately, inother options."
Similarly, Mary Henkel speaks of creasing numbers of stulJents are·
a liberating "self-realization" to be well-prepared for college-level math
achieved by women, and Anita ofthe courses.
To aid these "problem" math
rhetoric reflecting double standards.
·ge,nerally accepted by both men and &tudents, the Department of
·women. A classic example is that of _Mathematics is forming a Student
ithe term "coed" whic~ somehow has Tutoring Society under whose direc·come !O be an ~xclustve reference tQ tion able math students will be perwomen, a remmder, perhaps, that · mitted to tutor their less-competent
! classmates. The department asks
!they came second;
, Bree~ ·Lodge is completely self- that any student who feels wellaupportmg (hence recent and UIJI grounded in mathematics and can
coming PJant · SaJes). It not onJy give an hour or more each week
·offers its facilities (which are open t6 volunteer to join the society.
everyone), but is continuing a
Any student who has been "saved"
/.hi:story of active programming for by out-of-class tutoring with a stu\he· -Xavier community. Films, dent or professor knows how
speakers, and 'discussions are. welcome such assistance can tJe.
forthcoming:
·
Under the program, a rocim will be
·
staffed for- several hours each week
·by students competent in arithmetic,
Soccer. Saturday, October 12, Xavier4, Ohio, algedbhra,l ~nd cahlculus; Th.ollsebewbhlo
Northe·rrr3.'Socc:errecordnow2-3.Nextpme: ·nee e pmmat emattcswt
a e
u'niversity of" Cincinnati at home, 2:110 p.m~. to come to discuss mathematicsSaturday, October 19.
. .
related ·quest!ons. Further schedule
la~eball. Saturday, October 12, Xav~er 0• 4• - information will be released at a later
Northern Kentucky State, 2, 2; Sunday, Oc- d
tober 13, Xavier 9, II, Central State·, 3, 4. · ate.
Baseball record now 4-2. UJK:oming pmes:
Any student interested in joining
Up!ven!tY of .L~u~ville !2) away, October 20; the society should contact Dr. Ray
Umvenaty of Cancannata at home,:3:30 p.m., Collins (Hinkle 106)· or Dr. Dave
Tuesday,
October
22.
· pers~n,
Cr01s Country.
Saturday,
October 12, Univer- Flaspolhler (H'tn kle 104) tn
sity of Cincinnati over Xavier, IS-48. Next by phone (745-3686), or by droppmg
meet: Cedarvil~ Invitational, October 19. ' a note in the campus mail ..
R~I~Y· S~turday, Oct?bCr 12, Univenity. of · Membership is definitely not limited
Cancannata over Xav1er 24-12. UJK:omang
th
t'
·
A
t d t
games: Queen City Club at home, Saturday, to rna ema tcs ~aJors. ny s. u e~
October 19; Cincinnati team tournanient Sun- who has enjoyed success m
day, October 20, away.
mathematics is encouraged to join.

ture), the Piper has already undergone extensive transition. Those
familiar with the house last year will
hitve first noticed the renovations in
its· physical aspects: new paint jobs,
new wood paneling, and most ob.Viously, the enlargement of the
Coffeehouse in the basement. Along
with the expansion of the
~offeehouse,-thestaffwill be striving
for. more quality entertainment.
In terms of its role in Campus,

ministry, Charlie Fallon. sees the
Piper as a resource for Campus
Ministry stafftothe same extentthat
Campus Ministry is a resource for
the Pied Piper. While the Pied Piper
community will be helping Campus
Ministry in such matters as hosting
and publicity, in turn, a very important aspect will be its active involvement and representation in Campus
Ministry staff meetings.
The Piper.~e~bers intend to play

a

role more of innovators this year
and hoPe to broaden their influence
more so than in previous years.Besides the coffeehouse, regular
·Wednesday evening liturgies are being projec~d, as well as future
programs touching on the interests
of Xavier students.
·
As with Breen· Lodge, the Pied
Piper has rooms at the disposal of
the entire Xavier community, and
runs on an open house policy.

il,......--tr-am__:;_u_..:..__ra----,-1,. -Ne-w~st

·Mathematics tutors
to be available·

,___,11

Xerxes X-spects has installed the
Kundapins and the Pure Prairie
League as the A A and A flag football
picks for this school year.
·
Specifically, Xerxes has installed
the Pure Prairie League as a 4-1
favorite in the Tuesday class A I.M .
League. Meyer Chevrolet also rates
an outstanding pick.
In the Thursday A League, Dana
Dan and the Busters, alias Green
Mountain Boys, is a 5-1 favorite with
the A Aaron's being picked as the
team most likely to upset.
In . the Monday AA League,
Donovan has been installed as a
slight favorite to win the league. The
Midgets are a close second.
. Jn the all-powerful' Wednesday
AA League, Xerxes expects the·
Kundapins as slight favorites over
the Lovers and the Star-studded
Jamocs. Watch this space for the
scores and standings in weeks to
come.

ended in a 0-0 tie. Both teams show·
ed strong defense wjth a two team
total of seven shots on goal for the
entire game. Although the offensive
game needs work on both .sides,
there were standouts in the game.
For Kuhiman, Cesar Ardito; the
Commuters boast Jake Sieber and
Larry Mock.
In the second game, as Xerxes Xpected, Husman took over . sole
possession of first place w~th a 2-0
win over Brockman. Goals were
scored by Reid Rooney and Ed
Bauer of Husman's second and third
floors, respectively. Tim Gamwn (of
Medical Center fame) was impressive in the Brockman loss.
Husman's organization and spirit
are obviously the best ofthe league.

•••

•••

In the champion game of the fall
softball tournament, the Green
Mountain Boys defeated the Pure
Prairie League 6-4 on a Tim Tracy 2run homer in the· bottom ofthe 8th .

·8th, the Commuters-Kuhlman game

•••

In the soccer games of October

Finals of the Fall Tennis Toqrney
were played earlier this week. Watch
for photos of the winners next week.
Entries for the Wednesday even_ing co-recreational volleyball are
now closed-the leagure will operate
with 6 teams.

•••

•••
Coming up-The Instant Chess
Tournament, October 30th, in ttte
lobby of the University Center. Each
contestant has 40 seconds to move.
Fall Road Rally is November 8th.
Entitled "Experiment in Terror," it is
for couples cinly. Information and
registration is at the equipment
room, at the field level of the field
house .

ThtJ'.~Waak ·In Sports· .

.

.For THURSDAY, O.CTOBER 17.

Commuters. General meeting, 1:30
in the University Theatet.

Homecom~ng. Tickets .on . saJe
across from grill. S 10.00 a couple for
For SATURDAY, OCTOBER 19
both nights.
French Club. Meeting at 2:00 in the
Soccer. UC at XU, 2:00p.m.
Hearth Room.
Homecoming Weekend. Haymarket
Yearbooks. The 1974-75 yearbooks
Riot - in cafeteria.
are on sale during the month of OcFilm Society. Film Society members
, tober across from the grill. The cost
and any interested students are askis onJy $5.00.
ed to meet in front of the University
Computer Club. Organizational
Center Theatre. The future of'the
meeting in Schmidt 203, 2:00 p.m. A · film program will be decided.
demonstration of the .u~ of computer facilities will follow the
meeting.
For MONDAY, OCTOBER 21
For FRIDAY, OCTOBER 18
Hole·n-one Contest. 1-4 p.m.
Homecoming Weekend. Dance at Modern Dance Class. Kuhlman
·
Music Hall 9-1 am, Bluestone Ivory. Hall, 4:00 p.m.
Speaker Program. Mayor Perk, 4:00 Debate. The Amnesty Pledge: Moral
or Immoral Swearing? Captain
p.m., Kelly Auditorium.

Sugflr

p,m.
For TUESDAY, OCTOBER 22

Hole-n-one Contest. J-4 p.m.

For WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 23

Hole-n-one Contest. 1-4 p.m.
Movie. ..Something Beautiful For
God" Lobby 1:30, Terrace Room
7:30.
Speaker Program. Senator
Maloney, 1:30 p.m. on the Mall.
Practice Spoken German. Every
Wed. from 2-4 in the Regis Room,
starting Oct. 23 ..

'n Spice

OPEN .EVERY -DAY. OF THE WE·EK
FOR YOUR DINING PL~ASURE

You'd give her the mdon. But you're not
an astronaut. So give httr the moon
· and the stars In the gift of a diamond.
One precious jewel, glowing with thou~ands of
fiery lights, will express from ita depths
· ·
the deep love you feel. ·
.. .
..

"ff'
I

Beautiful Round·Bb1pe Dlamoad

· L..S:;:
7
~

d•.JI·~
.. DISCOUNT
TO ALL
~A VIER
STUDENTS

Thui'IIIIJ, .October 11, 1174

·

..

'I• Car11 only SlZII .
'Ia Carll only SZZII

DELICIOUS SANDWICHES OR
COMPLETE DINNERS
DROP IN AFTER THE MOVIE
OR . AFTER THAT LATE
WEEK-E·ND DATE.

1 Carat only S3811

105 Race Stntt

Western Hills Plm

Clnclnnetl, Ohio

Cincinnati, Ohio

tel: 621·07CM ·

tel: 661·6911

STUDENT
CHARGE
ACCOUNTS.
INVITED

'

James Connell, Asst. Prof. of
Military Science, U.C. and. Mr ..
Richard Rowling, Asst. Prof.· of
Theology, Xaiver. Regis Room.1:3o

Reading Road at Victory Parkw~y

JF YOU CAN'T.GIVE·HER THE MOON
~ STARS, GIVE A DIAMOND

....

I. M. Advisory Board' will be
holding its fall meeting at the end of
this month. Any studnet interested
in serving on this student-input committee please contact Mr. Bruneman
at 745-3654.

WE SERVE CINCINNATI'S FiNEST PANCAKES AND WAFFLES.
WHYN.OT ENJOY A RELAXING BUNDA Y MORNING BREAKFAST
. WITH. US. JUST 5 MINUTES FROM ALL XAVIER DORMITORIES.

Editors·
JOHN LECHLEITER
ANI!A BUCK
XAVIER UNIVERSITY

·MARY C. HENKEL
PAUL RANIERI
CINCINNATI, OHIO

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 17, 1974

Library ups and downs

qDinion

Two years ago, Mr. John. B. Vigle was appointed Director of
Xavier's McDonald Memorial Library. He inherited a library which
was below par in· many measurable areas used to evaluate an
academic ·library.
Among Ohio academic libraries within accredited private universities and colleges which grant the bachelor's degree or higher, Xavier
ranked near the bottom of the scale in dollars per student spent for
the library, volumes of books per student, and units of microfilm and
periodicals per student. On the American Library Association's standard of 5% of XaVier's total general and educational expenditures
hopefully being spent for library operations, Xavier was trying to
"catch up" to standards with a 3.3% of the general and educatiomil
budget being expended for library needs. In "A general Statement
Concerning the Financial Support of the Xavier Library" (1973),
?'a vier's problems were summarized, "Xavier is definitely below stan. dards .in three vital areas: collection size,· clerical staff size, and
salaries f9r professional staff librarians." Xavier definitely had to
"catch up."
.
Xavier's library has changed during the last two years, both behind
the scenes and also in more obvious aspects. Volumes added since
:)
.
1972 have increased the book collection size from 150,000 to a pror) .,. · M~~ENTOUS MOMENTS IN HISTORY
jected 165,000 by the end of June 1975. The figure is within the fiveyear plan designed to raise the collection to within ·10,000 of the
minima/standard (200,000) ~y June 1978. The periodical coHection
Robin Hood pr.oclaims his credo unto his merry men.
has not been increased because funds have been barely sufficient to
retain the present collection. Mr. Vigle has hopes of increasing the
collection next year on approval of his submitted budget.
Elsewhere, Mr. Vigle states that although his professional staff is vices· especially in the area of reference and information services.
adequate in size, one or two full-time clerical posts are needed. Third, better cooperation between the library and the computer
Although the percentage of Xavier's general and educational budget center thereby simplifying bookkeeping (making up somewhat for a
expended on library .support is still almost 1% below the desired lack of clerical staff), and even the development of an automated cir"catch up" mark (4.5% for fiscal 1974-75), this, according to John culation system, thus eliminating a multitude of files. Fourth, the
:.. ,.
Vigle, is not his immediate concern. He hastens to add that not only utilization of OKIRLIC as it is put into operation.
OKIRLIC, (Ohio Kentucky Indiana Regional Librery and Inforhas Xavier supported the library as well as can be expected during
these hard economic times, but he feels his major concern at this time, . mation Council), is the system of the futQre, according to Vigle,
·is to push Xavier above the minimal standards in the areas of volume because Xavier cannot, in light of the rapid development and cost of .
library materials, exist in ~ vacuum. Inter-library help among the 28
and periodical collections.
While concentrating on the collection area, Mr. Vigle has upgrad- members (universities, seminaries, and public libraries) in such areas
ed many other areas of library operation as well. Floors were as library loans, truck service, and even cooperative acquisition of
reorganized from a subject area approach to a more traditional cen- more expensive source materials could really boost the usefulness of
··
·
tralized system. Given Xavier's collection size, and the lack of enough all the libraries involved.
professional staff members who are qualified to work the specialized
Yet, where does all of this leave us? Xavier has a dedicated head for
content fields throughout the entire day, a more centralized system its library. He is willing to consider all creative ideas concerning the
utilizing the present staff was more economical, and more able to library. Regionally, he represe.nts Xavier well in library affairs and
serve students efficiently. The same rationale existlt in the centralized sees Xavier ·as the small college it is, thus gearing the library for
reference and reserve desks as opposed to the scattered three floor Xavier's needs. Most of all, as shown through his actions, he has imsystem used two years ago~ According to Mr. Vigle, the student body proved Xavier's library. These attitudes and attributes are both.
·
deserves qualified professional help, and this was the most efficient realistic and commendable.
Despite two years of needed change however, Xavier has a library
method available.
The interior management of the library has also been drastically · below standards. Volumes of books and periodicals are still below the
changed. Five departments are now run by five heads who in turn desired levels. The operating budget for the library is still below t))at
report to the head of the library, instead of an older sy$tem where of a library which has met or exceeded all standards.· Can we
everyone worked independently and reported separately to the head realistically see any new innovations whose presence would be comof the library. Other more perceptible changes geared for student mendable, but whose price tag is above free? Will Xavier·merely
comfort, convenience, and enjoyment include the.new browsing sec- choose to dangle over the cliff of standards clinging to the top, hoping
tion featuring books and magazines for recreational reading, coin- no one steps on its fingers, or will the cliffnot only be conquei~d but
operated machines, smoking lounges on each floor, a free typing surmounted? Finally, will Xavier live up to the philosophy and objectives of its core curriculum which says that "through its library and
room, and longer hours prior to and during exam week.
What can be expected in the future? Mr. Vigle points to four areas professors, men can study man himself in the context. of his own
in particular. First of all, a systematic building of a quality collection history" by not only keeping its library up to standards but by making
based on a cooperative effort with the academic departments. Book it a library of which Xavier can be proud? Or will this statement inselection will_be and should be performed by the faculty. Second, a stead fall by the wayside as just another pat phrase written down, but
continual improvement in the quality and quantity. of reader's ser- long since forgot~en?

that, at least in some ways I have
been an asset to the university community.
1 believe that a time ofleavetaking
I would like to take this oppor- can be atime of insight, and I would
tunity to share my thankfulness for like to share a few thoughts with you.
First of all, I have been most immy years of blessing here at Xavier .
University. These years have been pressed with the interest that is aristhe happiest bec.ause of the support I ing this year in so many sectors of.he
·received from the philosophy facul- university community in the area of
ty, from the Jesuit community and social justice. I have come to believe
from all ofy0 u who have touched my that it is of moral necessity that the
life. I thank my studnets for accep- university move affirmatively into
ting my inadequacies in teaching this area. If Xavier takes up the call
philosophy and those whom l was which so many are hearing, 1 believe
with in the dorms for sharing so that we may find something which
will make Xavier distinctive and a
much with me.
·
It was a tremendous, almost un- more outstanding university. A stubelievable opportunity for growth. I dent should not consider his educabelieve that. as a result of being here, tion complete until he has been exI know myself much better and have posed to issues of social justice in a
'grown as a person and in my voca- way which provides a favorable option as a Jesuit and future priest. I portunity to make a commitment of
have learned much about priesthood himself to social justice. Yet we
in terms of being mediator among should not consider this a burden
men and mediator between God and but something exciting, a favored
men. I have learned about' ministry time. What universtiy has comas well in terms of being of service to mihed its resources in this way?
others. Very importantly, I am more
aware of my own limitations and Xavier has a special opportunity.
And I think that any stagnation
have learned to accept them. I hope

Thankful for
Xavier stay

etters

XIIWietNtwl

Pleased with
faCUlty grOUp

which has arisen through our cons- .
tant examination of the core and
p.h.ilosophy . and theo.Iogy. re- .
qu1rements m1ght be alleviated afwe
~ol!ld ~om mit ourselves to social
I wish to thank your writ~r Mr.
JUStice Issues. We .need a new ap- Rich Laginess for his concise, exact,
proach or per~pectlve, and the con~ and to the point reporting of the fit~ep~ of comm•tme~t to the poor be- tent of the faculty epistemological
mg ~nt~gral !0 the h~rally educated discussion· group in dealing with
. Chnst•an maght tJt: J~st the fulcrum Project I. To further accuracy of his
that ,we need. at thas JUncture.
report and to stress the inter- ·
· disciplinary and interdepartmental
. I have also· been especially im- nature of our undertaking I would
· pressed this fall by the many •·have appreciated it if he had stressed
religiously committed persons 'on that the group· was organized
~ampus. Are we also ~cause of this
through the philosophy department .
in the kairos time? May this. year be in conjunction with Professor
the opportunity for all to examine Thomas. Bruggeman (Mathematics
the extent of their commitment and Department) who has been a prime
its implications?
inspiration for and an active coor·
dinator of the activities ofthe group
Finally,· 1 recognize that the since its beginning. The project is a
Xavier community has its share of. shared activity with shared respon-·
problems and conflicts. In the final . sibilities.lt shows, by the way, that a.
analysis we cannot. solve them strong core curriculum makes for
ourselves, but we are not alone. Let strong departments· who having· a
us call upon the Lord for he will heal common educational purpose· tend
us.
to work more actively together on
basic issues of concern to university
life.
Dr. Bernud A. Grendreau
Terrence P. Chuhon. S.J.
.
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How much is that shelter
in the window?.
By Tom Flynn
Think twice before you rashly give your
shelter space to friends and neighbors or the
passing strang~r. Do your dependents go
along with this heroic self-sacrifice? If they do,·
and you have not yet built a shelter, don't
bother to do so. Go next door and build one
for your neighbor. In an emergency, he can
take refuge there more quickly if it is on his
own property instead of yours ..
-L.C. McHugh, S. J.
(Onetime professor of ethics
at Georgetown U., writing
in America, September 30, 1961)
There is such a thing as sitting around the
fire, recalling the past, and chewing the fat·
about the good points of any part of the recent
past that everybody likes to hear about. This is
called Nostalgia.
·
There is also such a thing as descending on
otherwise unsuspecting bystanders and objectively discussing the ironies and sick humor of
any part of the recen.t past that nobody likes to
hear about. This. is called Being a Party
Pooper.
Does anybody remember fallout shelters?
The Cold War??
Eisenhower??'!
Anything???????
Oh, before your time, eh? I see. And Wolfman Jack wasn't. Well, to sketch in the history
real fast:. between 1959 and ·1963 or so, most of
the. adult male. population of the United States
was.engaged in a pastime known as Building
FaliQut Shelters.

Venereal
Disease:
The epidemic
that· rages on
By John Lechleiter

This was so, in case of nuclear war, we could
all ride out the cataclysm ar1d survive the
years of radioactive winds, to emerge on the
surface on some bright day, eager to renew the
American way of life-·-whereupon we would
no doubt discover that there was. nothing left
up there to cat.
But, of course. this is past history. 1-lcnry
Kissinger has taken the mighty Soviet war
machine and sweet-talked it into not using its
1-1-bombs. This is called Detente. And the
American people wholeheartedly accepted
Brezhncv's words at face value. though a year
before they had been· ttJO smart to believe
R iehard Nixon when he said, "I am not a
crook." That is called l-Iard to Believe. But
Detente is upon us. Nuclear war is, at least for
the immediate future, unlikely. Yet this raises
one question, a. question which Kissinger
should have considered before he so calmly
went out and made the world a safe place/ for
us to raise our children.
That question is, what does one do with a
used fallout shelter?
It's not as silly a problem as it sounds. You
have to remember that, thirteen or so years
ago, most Americans expected a Strangelovian catastrophe to envelop their back yards
within three months or less. They considered
nuclear war inevitable, and looked forward to
it with the kind of mild discomfort and resigned acceptance that we complacent Muskies
reserve for Final Exams.
If you stopped the average man on the street
corner, you could depend upon him to know:
his home-town's rank on Russian strikepriority schedules; estimates of damage and
death in any given area of his home State for
any of eighteen possible strike. patterns; the
location and capacity ofthe nearest public'
shelter; ar.d the number, category, and
average armament of any Strategic Air Command plane likely to fly over Butte, Montana
within the next fourteen hours. Further, he'd
know all this stuff almost as well as his own
name, about as well as his address, a little
better than last year's World Series resultsand an incalculable amount better than the
names of his Senator and Congressmen (at
least some things never change).
After the Russians put the first Sputnik iJt
orbit, it got even worse. The average American
was convinced that thousands of miles above
his head there .wheeled. demonic satelites,
equipped with baleful TV eyes sensitive
enough to look down to the ground and read
someone's hand of cards. The reason for such

In the age of modern medicine, the word
"epidemic" seems almost out of place. For
most, it conjures up images of the Dark Ages,
a time when contagious disease ruled over·
man •. and not vice versa.
'
Yet despite the best efforts of medical
. science, the United States is today in the midst
of at least one epidemic-that of venereal disease. This condition exists despite the fact that
cures for the two prevalent forms of the dis-.
ease, syphilis and gonorrhea, have been
known for some time.
·
What is the extent of the VD epidemic in
America today? Syphilis ranks a!\· a major
·killer among communicable diseases.
. Gonorrhea, while not nearly as serious as
syphilis, is much more common. More than 2,000,000 cases of this desease occur annually,
and that rate shows little sign of declining at
present. According to public health studies,
gonorrhea is twice as prevalent among person's
under the age of twenty-fiv~.
.The rate of venereal disease continues to increase· despite the increased amount of attention given it by medical authorities in recent
years. According to a pamphlet publisihed by
the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company,
there are several factors which help to explain
this apparent anomoly. The most obvious is
· embarrassment. A person who would normally seek treatment for contagious diseilse often
refrains from doing so in the case of VD
because of the connection between VDand the
person's sexual activity. A second 'factor is ignorance. In spite of the increased publicity af. forded VD symptoms and treatment, a·
:startlingly large number of people know little
or nothing of the disease. Even those who
claim that they do know some of the facts, according to a Metropolitan Life survey, are
.
. usually at least partially in error. .
Mr. Michael Ritchey, Director of the VD ·
Control Unit at the Cincinnati Department of
Health, toid the Xavier News that the situation in Cincinnati is no exception to national
trends. Ritchey stated that nationally, as well
as locally, the VD problem is typically a
gonorrhea problem, and is usually concentrated in the 15-24 year old age group. Accor-

a system ·was, of course, the fact that Soviet cooking, it makes a great place to dry roots
spies lived in every neighborhood where an in- and tubers. If it has a.nicc heavy bank-vault
dustrialist. military man. or other imperialistic style door, it ma~es a good place to store TV's
lackey made his abode. And, of course, in the and stereos so they won't get stolen while
event that these pmko-lmko "netghbors" you're ·out of town. You could add more inmight be drawn into a rubber of bridge with sulation. and some refrigeration coils, and be
one oftho.se prominent capitalists while posing the first in your neighbprhood to have a walk~
as just another Joe, it just wouldn't do for in freezer big enough to accomodat!'! forty-fiv~
these Sons of the Workers' Revolution to lose. sides of beef. Or you might consider filling it ·
("Vladimir? This is Moscow. Bid hearts!")
wtth water, and plan on plenty of lobster for
So it wasn't surprising that every real dinner at least four nights a week. 1-larried
American built a fallout shelter in the privacy family men with homicidal tendencies will find
of his own home. Encouraged by grim govern- a fallout shelter the ideal place to dispose of
ment pamphlets ("--a 100-megaton air blast " what remains of the in-laws.
There's one problem with such solutions, of
two miles away will destroy six-inch concrete
walls reiriforc~.:d with l/.1 irteh countcrwound course-what if the attack, God forbid', comes
tungsten-steel rods--"), citizens sunk 'tomorrow? ("Move over, M a, the Russians are
thousands of their own dollars into home coming.") At least the end of life as we know it
shelters .. Basements were insulated, sub- will be full of artful symmetry, for while Soviet
divided, wired up, and stocked with books,
ICBM's are flinging themselves from their
records, ·gold and silver iJowder, first aid silos on one side of the world, bottles of Lamequipment, Geiger counters, radios, and two brusco will be flung out of their racks and out
years' worth of food .concentrates. And the of the way on the other. ("Mary Lou. I told
you and told you. After you rescue the
real~t· patriotic ones even carried firearms to
drive- back friends. neighbors. and traveling lobsters, but hefore you open the door, you're
salesmen who would have the gall to try to sur- supposed to let the water out. Ajierthe lobster
vive when they'd been too dumb to build their but hefore you open the-")
The thing that gets'me maddest is that it was
·
·
own shelter.
Before the fad petered out, there were ten or all so un.llccessary. After spending so much
twenty million of the things built into time and money on getting America ready for
basements across America. And now our nuclear combat, after demanding so much of
government has betrayed the workingman, every citizen, the least our Government
made nuclear war in our time an impossibility, could've done was ask Kissinger to think twice
and denied the Joe on the street even the sim- before he blindly sauntered over to Moscow
ple pleasure of riding out the Apocalypse in his and pulled the rug out.
If only our leaders had had the foresight to
own handiwork. More to the point, the
government has made shelters 'passe; a man see, back in 1962 or so, that America was
who still has one in his home is looked on as ready and waiting. If only they'd had the charisuspiciously as a man selling pictures of Billy ty to Push the Button. Then we wouldn't have
this dilemma of what to'do with twenty million
,
Preston in the Field House.
So what do you do with one? Let's face it, ~ocially-unacceptable shelters. All that work
the triple-block walls make shelters hard to by all those good American citizens would not
take down,. and the little antennas and have been wasted. After duping us into
machine-gun ports make them a little difficult building all those things and then never letting
to pass off as the ·work of an eccentric us use them, the least our Government could
decorator. Furthermore, they always seem to .do is buy the shelters back or something.
But maybe not. No, gentle readers, hold on
be sitting right in what would otherwise be the
perfect spot to put a pool table. And that little to your fallout shelters, your ·radiation
periscope on the roof keeps scaring away the counters, your antitank guns. There is still
hope. Remember, history usually repeats
antenna repairmen.
At moments like this, Americans really itself. We seem to be entering a period of dull
prove that Yankee ingenuity isn't dead. If you co.mplacency reminiscent of the Fifties.
have a spare fallout shelter messing up the Maybe around 1985 or so, the pseudo-Fifties
view in your ancestral manse, try these helpful will turn into the pseudo-Sixties and fallout
shelters will be fashionable again. And maybe
hints from across the land:
. You can turn a fallout shelter into a ser- then- maybe thenArmaggddon, anyone?
. viceable wine cellar. lfyou get into organic

ding to Ritchey, syphilis has, in most areas, at
least stabilized in rate.
The job of eradicating the VD epidemic,
Ritchey went on to say of his department; "is
not. our responsibility." "Rather," he stated,
'·'it rests- with people." The occurence of VD
· wili be minimized, he insisted, only when individuals become more aware of the disease
symptoms, and seek proper treatment for
themselves and all contacts which they may
have had.
·
·
Ritchey recommended the People's Health
Clinic, located at Melish and Burnet, as the
best VD treatment center in the area. The
clinic is the only VD specialty clinic in Cincinnati and is the largest of its kind in the state of
.Ohio. Diagnosis and treatment are free and
confidential. Should a person desire private·
treatment, Ritchey recommended calling the
Academy of Medicine for the names ofpracticing physicians in the immediate area. These
and other options for VD treatment are listed
in the box to the right, along with common.
. .
symptoms of syphilis and gonorrhea.
Xavier students may also receive VD treatment at Xavier's · McGrath Health Center.
Mrs. Wilma .McGrath, R.N., head of the
1-lealth Center told the News that VD is
treated at McGrath as it would be in any doctor's office. "The 1-lealth Center is available for
any kind of a health problem, and that is a
health prob.lem," Mrs. McGrath stated. "This
clinic, like any other clinic, is competent to
take care of VD." She further noted that an informational booklet on VD is availablea in the
Health Center lobby.
Venereal disease, in addition to being. highly
contagious, poses a serious, though often
delayed, health threat. Untreated syphilis can
cause birth defects, heart disease, blindness,
crippling, insanity, and death. Untreated
gonorrhea can cause sterility (indeed, it is the
number one cause of sterility), hemorrhaging,
arthritis, tubal pregnancy, and blindness. (A
common assumption is that only syphilis can
do serious harm.)
Despite the serious consequences, many
continue to avoid treatment for venereal disease. The price paid for such neglect is often'
staggering.

Facts about VD
you should know
Symptoms
SYPHILIS: I) small, painless sore which
may appear• anywhere on the body, but
usually at points ofsexualcontact. 2)a rash
which may appear on any part of the body.
3) sudden hair loss. 4) pain or swelling in
groin.
GONORRHEA: MEN: (Most men have
symptoms) I) any unusual discharge from
the penis or rectum. 2j painful or increased
urination. 3) pain or bleeding from the rectum. WOMEN: (Most women have no
. symptomsFl) any unusual discharge from·
the vagina or rectum. 2) painful .or increased urination. 3) pain or bleeding from
the rectum. 4) pain or discomfort in the
lower . back or abdomen. 5) irregular
menstrual cycle.

· Treatment
Prh·ate physician. Call the Academy of
Medicine at 721-2345 for the names and
addresses of physicians in the immediate
area .
People's Health Clinic. 310 I Burnet Ave. at
Melish. Clinic hours:. 1:00-4:00 p.m.,
Monday-Friday; 5:00-6:00 p.m. Wednesday evenings; 8:00-11:00 a.m. Tuesday
mornings. Phones: 352-3138, 352-3152 .
Treatment is free and confidential.
Cincinnati Free Clinic. 2444 Vine Street.
Clinic hours:· 6:00-11:00 p.m., MondayFriday. Phone:621-5700.
McGrath Health Center. )(uhlman Hall
ground floor. Hours as posted. Phone: 7453631.

r

University
from page 1
iversity Scholars Program Committee.
The program is intended to
supplement and not replace the present H.A.B. program. It is aimed. at
high school students in the upper

The Back Page IS a free classified section
vailable to students, faculty, and staff of
avier University. Ads should not exceed
wenty words and must be submitted in
riling to the News office c/o The Back
age no later than the Sunday preceding
ublication. Sorry, no ad will be repeated
nless resubmitted.
RIDER WAI\TED: Oct. 25, to Evanston Ill.,
call Jim Perkinson 745-3923. 1'0033.
RIDE WANTED: Any weekend to Notre
Dame- South Bend Ind., will pay for gas. Call
Carmen or Mary, Kuht. Hall 534, 745-3185.
B0034.
RIDE WANTED: Destination -Ithaca N.Y. or
ncar by.llny weekend fort he rest ofterm. Share
gas and driving. Call Steve, 5314436. E0035.
PIZZA: Delicious, 4uick, from the Games
Room. Ci0036.
TYPING: Editing, proofreading, theses, dissertations. manuscripts, term-papers. Five yrs.
cxp. Call WOI-3434. AOOJ9.
WATER BED: King-size, 4 mo. old, $75. Call
X61-JnX5 after 10 or II. AOOJ7.
l.tJIJ\VI(i DRUMS: Call .lim wed. -Sun. after
five . .IOOJX.
MEN .. WOMEN: Jobs on ships. No experience re4uired. E.,cellcnt pay. Worldwide
travel. Perfect summer job career. Dent $3.00
for info .. SEAFAX. l'>ept. P-17, P.O. Box
2049. Port Angeles. Washington 98362. Del W.
Price. 1'0018.

twenty per cent of their graduating
class. These students, in the words of
Dr. Fontana, should be " .. .inquisitive and interested in a broad
range of knowledge and skills" and
·would want "to participate in the
planning of their own curriculum."
Since the program deals with the
core curriculum, ·it is ope-n not only
to students in the College of Arts and
Sciences, but to students in Business
Administration as well.
The University Scholars' Committee has asked Fr. Robert M ulligan, S ..l., the president of Xavier,
for enough funds to furnish two fulltuition scholarships per year for this
new progiam, and arc awaiting his
response. The program is.also open
to current freshmen of the class of
'7!1, if they respond in time for this
school year's spring semester. The
size of the program will not be
lim itcd by anything other than the
number of serious, hard-working
students who seek an alternative to
the usual core curriculum de~1andcd
by Xavier. Dr. Fontana intends to
usc the usual recruiting channels of
Xavier in conjunction with his own
attempts to attract students interested in a more individual, intense, and varied core curriculum.
Once the prograni gets off the
ground, there is the possibility of a
wing in one of the dormitories being
designated for these students.
Freshmen in the class of '78 who
arc interested in entering this interesting program in the upcoming
spring semester should contact Dr.
Fontana as soon as possible.
If only to discuss the possiblility of
creating a core curriculum more in
tunc to. your own interests, you can
drop in at his office in room 312 of
Hinkle Hall. Dr. Fontana can also
be reached by phone at 745-3539(officc) or 751-1882 (home).

Alumni
from page 1
Xavier is that of deferred giving.
"We try to have people make be~
quests to the University through
wills or trust agreements," he explains. "These bequests set up trusts
for the benefit of Xavier."
When asked to compare today's
atmosphere at Xavier with their own
undergraduate days on this campus,
both Mr. Eisenhardt and Mr. Selzer
agreed that students now are smarter
and more aware of what is happening around them, but they also both
expressed a fear that students want
too much freedom sometimes.
"The young people have been exposed to much more than we were,"
says Mr. Eisenhardt "but this makes
students demand a license to do
anything. This isn't good .. Xavier
should guide students in their
freedom. The philosophy and
·theology that is required in the
curriculum is important as a basis
forjudgment if anything. But I think
Xavier gives the students much more
opportunity with the increased
curriculum-- it's improved greatly since I was here."
Definite opinions were expressed
by Mr. Eisenhardt and Mr. Selzer
concerning improvements they
would like to see at Xavier.
"Certain student groups press for
things that aren't good," says Mr.
Eisenhardt. He-specifically objected
to the recent appearance of Dick
Gregory on campus and the
enthusiastic student response he
received. "I think Dick Gregory's
opinions and judgments are unreliable and not too objective" says
Mr. Eisenhard.t.
Mr. Selzer had no comment on
that su~ject but added his own opi-

nion. "l;d like to see the basketball
team get good enough to play a major schedule. I still think it's a sin we
dropped football."
Both Mr. Eisenhardt and Mr.
Selzer work out of the Development
office on the first floor of Husman
Hall. These two gentlemen may
have reservations about some attitudes. of today's students, but they
are here every day from 9 to 5 actively supporting the institution they still
believe in.

Child
from page 1
The lack of attention was perhaps
a major factor in the center not being
established. Mrs. Burke points out
that no direct appeal was made to the
student and iitculty. She feels that
the student mothers would not actually demand such services. hut
would definitely make use of them as
attested by the success of babysitting services at other schools in the
Cincinnati area.
Mrs. Burke, somewhat discouraged at last years efforts remains optimistic for [in enthusiastic response
this year. She says, "our school is
relatively new in its approach to
women. We must go oubide.of the
t~adirional ways of recruitment to
appeal to mothers wanting to continue their education. We're dealing
with faculty arid administration
which have only recently dealt with
women. It takes time and effort."
But the administration docs include fresh faces this year. Fr. Frank
Brennan, S ..J., new VP in charge of
academics, does advocate the establishment of academic programs
which would be of benefit to women
students. However, Fr. Brennan was
just recently been acquainted with
the child care program. He is in-

.terested, though, and needs more
time for !ltudy adding, "I think. one
thing to be sure of, if we would ever
establish such a service is that is must
bC, in very responsible way, at tht:
level of quality necessary."
Meanwhile Xavier's student
mothe'rs must leave their children at
home or seek childcare somewhere
else.
·

Baseball
from page 4
baseman.
Tchn
Dennis
Quatkomcyer and Troxell walked to
load the bases. Stcvcrisoh brought
.Jostworth to the home plate with
single. Xavier picked up two more
runs in the fifth inning on a two run
d9ublc by Merkle which gave the
Muskies a 9-5 lead. Central State
mustered another· run in the sixth
which was answered by two runs by
Xavier in their half of the inning.
Xavier then went on to win 11-9.
On Saturday Xavier split a double
header with Northern Kentucky
State. Northern won the first game
2-0 on a nifty one-hitter. by Jeff
Wilkerson. Xavier came back to take
the second game 4-2 with the key hit
hcinga two-run homer by Roy Troxell. Kevin Lyons went the distance to
pick up the victory'.

WVXU-FM 91.7
invites you to
cast a vote
for Xavier's

"TURKEY OF THE
YEAR"
WEDNESDAYS
'with Mike Cutler
8 pm to 10 pm

RIAL I&&II=LIUII

FOR SALE: '70 Austin-America, good condition. 871-4039 or 321-0979,$1000.00 AOOI9.
FOR I.ISTENING EXCITEMENT: tune in
"'I he !'lying Dutchman of Space." 10:30 Mondays on WVXU-FM 91.7 W0020.
~EEilEil: Ride to Detroit, any weekend. Will
:oiharc hl!cr. c.xpcnscs. Contact Tom "Lover
Boy" Burns. (I love you Mary.)

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
· $2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog, Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 WILSHIRE BlVD., SUITE #2
lOS ANGELES, CAliF. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493
Our research material is sold for
research assistance only.

RIDE

WANTED

For 6 yr. old, from Montessori
School in Joseph Bldg. to
Kennedy Heights 3:00 P-,M.Tel: 351-7923.

Edgecliff College
2220 Victory Parkway

G. B. Shaw's Comedy

MISALLIANCE
young love battles
middle-aged conformity

Oct. 18, 20, 24-27; 8 pm
Reservations: 961-4570
young love battles
middle-aged conformity

FUTURE CPA'S
Learn Now About the
next CPA Exam.
Becker CPA Review \iutur•t••

...

-

COLUMBUS
CINCINNATI
CLEVELAND
DAYTON

it
The Burger Brewing Company, Cincinnati, Ohio
X8Wier NIWI

